Intermediate Football Championship
Third Round
th
Sunday, 24 July 2016 in Rathcormac
Carrigaline 0-05 Glanworth 2-15
On a nice summer’s day at the home of Bride Rovers, Carrigalines Intermediate adventure came to an
end. After two positive outings so far hopes were high but we were second best after a dominant
second half from Glanworth. This was a quite youthful and inexperienced side, who lost a lot of their
experience after the Seniors called on a number of players over their three rounds. Carrigaline started
quite brightly, and with the pace we had up front we caused quite a few problems for the Glanworth
defence. After twenty minutes the game was evenly poised at 4 points apiece. The Carrigaline scorers
were Colon Maguire (2), Adam Coholan & Simon O’Brien. As Glanworth pushed on, Carrigaline kept
responding and again the sides were level after a Wesley O’Brien score. Glanworth now started
pushing on and the halftime scoreline read 0-08 to 0-05. With the Carrigaline inside forward line
looking very dangerous in front of goal it was game still firmly on. Glanworth slowly started grabbing
the game by the neck and on a goal on the 40th minute left the scores 1-10 to 0-05. Then Carrigaline
received a red card and that effectively ended the game. Glanworth did start running riot in the last
ten minutes but the contest was finished at that stage. With a bit more experience Carrigaline could
have won it especially when the game was tight for so long. It wasn’t to be however and now Carrig
can start planning for next year. Congratulations to all on an impressive year. After being Junior for so
long, to put out very competitive teams throughout the year in Championship and League has in itself
been a massive positive. The future is bright for this side. With our Minor sides continuing to be so
competitive it is an imperative we have a strong Intermediate side to prepare players to one day play
Senior Football. This year has been a great start.
Carrigaline Team: Kealan Daly, Shane Collins, Cathal Murphy, Shane Barry, Daniel O’Reilly, Stephen
Dwane (Captain), David Kirk, Peter Mullane, Wesley O’Brien, Michael Quinn, Adam Coholan, David
Manley, Colin Maguire, Stephen Maguire, Simon O’Brien. Subs Used: Tom Deasy, Denis Moran. Panel:
Andrew O’Reilly.
Carrigaline Scorers: Colin Maguire (0-02), Simon O’Brien (0-01), Wesley O’Brien (0-01), Adam Coholan
(0-01)
Manager: Martin O’Reilly. Coach: John Dineen. Selectors: T.J. Cronin, Tony Goulding, Tony Barry.
Doctor: Dr. Mortimor O’Connor. Physio: Brendan O’Driscoll. Logistics: Pa Burke & Paddy Finn.
Main Sponsors: Barry Collins’ Super Valu Carrigaline.

